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$1. INTRODUCTION 
IN THIS paper we present some exercises based on [7]. All spaces considered will have base- 
points and we shall use the following notation throughout. If X is a space, RX denotes the 
loop space in the sense of Moore (see 92 of [5]). And if K is a CW-complex and A is an 
associative H-space, x(K, A) is the group of homotopy classes of maps of K into A, the 
multiplication being derived from that of A. (Associativity is clear from that of A; the 
existence of inverses is shown in [2].) Let K be a special complex (i.e. a connected CW- 
complex with one vertex). We denote the reduced product complex of K (see $1 of [l]) by 
K,. If f: K --) A is a map of K into an associative H-space f can be extended multipli- 
catively to a map f, : K, -+ A defined by f,([k, . . . k,]) = f (k,) . . . f (k”). (The unit of A 
is, of course, taken as the base-point). Suppose f: X + Km, g : Y + L, are maps; 
fils:x#Y+(K#L), is the map defined as in 91.3 of [7], where X# Y is the space 
obtained from X x Y by collapsing to a point z,, the subspace X v Y = X x y, u x,, x Y. 
(x,, ye are the base-points of X and Y respectively.) Again let K be a special complex. 
From 3.53 of [7] recall the formulae for the Hilton-Hopf maps 
9 C” : K,-+(K#...#K), (m factors), 
112 = 1, 2, . . . . each map is defined as a natural transformation from the functor which 
associates to every special complex its reduced product complex to the functor which 
associates to the special complex the reduced product complex of its m-fold collapsed 
product, m = 1, 2, . . . . For convenience we write g,,, for g,,. We need as well the maps 
i., : K, + (K # . . . #K), (p = 1, 2, . ..) of 1.4 of [6]. To avoid confusion later we shall 
write k, instead of 1,: remember that k,_, is defined by 
k,_J,x, . . . xnl = n Cxil # “. # xip), 
where 1~ ii < . . . < i, I n and the order is lexicographic. 
Let 0, : 7c,(Sq,) + z,+~ (Sq+l) be the operator of 5.61 of [7], and let a E n,(F,). (It 
is shown by [3] that c~*-r is the transgression for a certain quasi-fibration.) By 5.64 of [7] 
k,(w,(a)) = (- l)‘hmq(m+ l)o,(g,,(a)). (W 
And by 2.6 of [6], . 
~w&,&)) = Jh&&)) (1.2) 
(E denotes the suspension operator.) 
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Let K = s” x . . . x S’” be a product of spheres. We say that xi E Sp’ is non-trivial 
if it is not at the base-point. Let Ki = {(x1, . . . , x,) E K such that at most n - i of the xi 
are non-trivial}. Let pr : Ki + K denote the inclusion. Suppose A is an associative H-space. 
Let Ir+ 1 = {a~n(K, A)lp*(a) = l]. 
LEMMA (1.3). n(K, A) = I1 I> I2 3 . . . 3 rnCl = 1 is u central series for 7r(K, A). 
LEMMA (1.4). [r, r,] c ri+j. 
There are generalisations of propositions in [8]. The former was pointed out by James; 
the following simple proof of the latter is in C. W. Norman’s thesis. Let u E Ii, B E rj and 
let f ‘, g’ : K + A be representatives-for a, /? such that f’(K,_1) = g’(Kj_,) = base-point 
inA= e, the unit. Let &, .st : S’* --t S’” be maps of degree 1 such that b&P) = .&?.Q) = +, 
the base-point. (E?, E’_” are respectively the top and bottom hemispheres of S’k.) ‘J&n 
f=f’o& x . . . x S,,) represents u and g = g’ 0 (sl x . . . x E,,) represents /I. It is trivial 
to verify that f and g commute pointwise on Ki+j_l, thus proving 1.4. 
Let S”-’ + B -+ SK be an oriented (n - I)-sphere bundle, 5, over SK, where K is a 
special complex and SK is the reduced suspension of K. The equivalence classes of such 
bundles are in 1 : 1 correspondence with elements of n(K, SO(n)). Suppose x & n(K, SO(n)) 
represents 5, and letf : F --, SO(n) be a representative for x. The transgression operator, A, 
is a homorphism from n,(SK) into ~~_~(s”-l). Let A : z,(SK) --, x,_,(SO(n)) be the trans- 
gression for the principal SO(n)-bundle, [ associated to r. If 0 : SO(n) -P S”-’ is the map 
&f&d by the action of SO(n) on the base-point of P-l, A = 8,A and A(r) = x. (I is the funda- 
mental class in the track group 7t(SK, SK).) Let d be a distance function on K-that is, a 
map d: K + R (the reals) such that d(k) > 0 unless k = k,, the base-point. Such a map 
exists for every CW-complex. Then, by means of d, we can embed K in RSK. Call this 
embedding i and let h : K, --) RSK denote the multiplicative extension of i. We say a map 
of H-spaces is an H-map if it respects the multiplications in each; a homotopy which is an 
H-map for each t E I, the unit interval, is called an H-homotopy. As is well known, 5 
determines an H-homotopy class ). E rc,(QS& SO(n)), the group of H-homotopy classes of 
H-maps of lRSK into SO(n). A representative, g for 11 may be constructed using the local 
product structure and the operation of SO(n) in r, and it is not hard to arrange that 
(9 0 h)lK = J Let $* be the inverse of the transgression (isomorphism) in the fibre space of 
paths on SK with one end fixed at k,. By naturality h = g&*-l. But from multiplicativity 
9 o h = f, ; whence g*h, = (fm)+. And so, if we write w* = $*h, (this agrees with the 
definition of o* in 5.61 of [71), 
A = i&iii = O&‘&w;‘. 
Hence to describe A we have to describe e,(f,)*. N ow we may proceed quite formally 
and suppose given a map, f : K + SO(n), of a special complex into the group of rotations 
of S”-‘. Set 
fi’=O0j-:K+S”-‘, 
E=Oof,:K,-+S”-l. (1.5) 
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Then a,~,-’ = A, Let G” be the space of all maps (including those which do not preserve 
the base-point) of degree 1 of S” onto itself, and let F” be the subspace of those which pre- 
serve the base-point. SO(n) is a subspace of G”-’ and there is an inclusion mapj : SO(n) + F” 
defined byj(g) = Sg, where g E SO(n) and Sg denotes (this once) the unreduced suspension 
of g. Let 
ii’=jaf :K -+F* 
II’ =jof,: K,-+F‘“. (1.6) 
In addition to studying Ej*or’ we may study the homomorphism Fur,&! : n,+,(SK) + 
x,+ JS”), where F : n,(F”) -+ q+,(P) is the homorphism I.* of $5.1 of [7]. This is the trans- 
gression in the principal F”-bundle induced by j from <. To describe A and Fu’,o;’ has 
defied the author, and in this paper he describes EA and EFu’,o; ‘, the suspensions of these 
homomorphisms. Notice that I& and 1?* are related to NFu’, = +E”C,. 
$2. CALCULATION OF Eh’, 
If X, Y are two spaces X h Y denotes X x Y/X x yo, the space obtained from X x Y 
by identifying X x y. to a point. (x0, y. are the base-points of X and Y respectively.) 
We shall identify Y with the subspace x0 X YcXhY. Ifg:X-+F”isamap,let 
p(g) : X h s” -+ S” denote the associated map. 
Letf : K + SO(n) be a map, and let i, : S” + SL be the inclusion. We define a : K h sn 
+ S; by E(X, f) = i,(r), x E K, I E S”. Adopt the notation of $1. We consider the maps 
0 = i, o p(zi’) : K h S” + Sz and u = i, 0 p(d) : K,,, b S” + Sz. Now zi]S” = i,; hence 
3 ii : K b s” + S: such that a(P) = * (base-point) and ti N E *ii rel S”. As was observed in 
$5.4 of [7], K iq S: is embedded in (K h Sn)m under the map ~(x, [tr . . . t,]) = [(x, tJ.. .(xJ,)], 
XEK,~~ES”,(X,~~)EK~S”;~= l,...,r. Letii’denotethemappingr?,o~:KQS~-tS” m’ 
Define a map A : K, b S” + Sz as follows. First define inductively a map J.’ : Ki b Sn 
+ Sz for each i > 0. (K’ denotes the i-fold Cartesian product of K with itself.) Set 
1’ = E.UI : K kq S” --) Sk, so that if xE K, YES” 
l’(x, t) = t * qx, t). 
Suppose ii has been defined for each i < m. Define ,I”’ : Km b S” + Sz by 
P((x, a), t) = im-l(x, t)*u’(a, P-1(X, 2)) ; 
agK, xeKmml, YES”. The maps 1”” (m = 1,2, . ..) form a compatible and invariant 
sequence of maps (see [7], $1.2) and thus define a map 1: K, b S” + S;6. 
LEMMA (2.1). I( N 1 rel S”. 
If Urn = i, 0 p((zI’)m) : r tJ S” --t s;, one constructs a compatible and invariant sequence of 
homotopies h” : u’” 1: 1” (m > 0) using the fact that K” b S” is retractile in P+’ h S”. 
The proof is similar to, and simpler than, the proof 4.13 of [7]. 
Look more closely at the definition of 1. Each Ai : K’ kq s” -+ Sz is expressed (by the 
inductive definition) as the product of 2’ maps of K’ b S” into Sz. These we call, apart from 
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the map a, the terms of 1’. They are formed by iteration of z?. Consider the map w : K’ h S” 
+ Sz defined by w((x~, . . . , xi), t) = C(Ajl, “(Xi,, . . . , G(x~~, t) . ..). 
DEFINITION (2.2). The map o : K’ b S” is called a primitive map (in ii> of type m if 
jl > . . . > j,,,. jl is called the height of W. 
DEFINITION (2.3). X(O) = (jl, . . . , j,J. 
LEMMA (2.4). (a) Each primitive map w is a term in the definition of ,lk if k z/; ; and 
conversely. 
(b) If w and w’ are two primitive maps of type m and height 5 k,.w precedes w’ in the 
expression for A” if, and only if, x(w) < x( w ‘) un d er ordering lexicographically from the left 
as in a dictionary. 
This lemma admits a straightforward verification. 
DEFINITION (2.5). Af : K’ # S” + SE is the map defined by l’(x # t) = nw(x, t); where 
x E K’, t E S”, (x, t) E K’ b S”, and the product is over all primitive maps of type r and height 
5 i in order. Let pi : K’ 4 S” + K’ # S” be the standard identiJication map. Define another 
sequence of maps pi : K’ h S” -+ SL (i = 1,2, . ..) by 
/Ai= r-p; *pi. ( ) r$i 
Let p : K, Q S” --f St be the map defined by this compatible and invariant sequence. 
LEMMA (2.6). I N E *p rel S”, provided K is a suspension, 
A natural generalization of lemma 1.4 applies to show that K N E .$ : K’ 4 S” --f SG for 
each r. It is not hard to prove that the homotopies h’ : 1’ 2: &.p’ may be chosen compatible 
and invariant. 
The sequence ,?f : K’ # Sz + Sz (i = 1, 2, . ..) defines a map Ar : K, #S” + St. This 
map has an expression in terms of G. (For this, recall from, $1 the deftnition off h g : X # Y 
-+(A#B),,wheref:X+A,andg: Y+B,.) Letr,+,:K#...#K+K#...#Kbethe 
mapdefinedby~,(x,#...#x,)=x,#...#x,;xiEK(i= l,...,r). Leti:K+K,,,bethe 
inclusion. 
LEMMA (2.7). ;1, = u”, 0 (i 4 ii>, 0 . . . 0 (i tl ... ti i 4 t?>, 0 (Q tl i,), 0 (k,-1 #iA 
Proof. Let [x1 . . . xp] E K,, t E S”. We apply formula 1.4 of [6], and see that 
(k- 1 # i,)(Cxr . . . xJ#t)=(I1xi,#...#xi,)#t~K,S;S” 
= (K# S”),, 
where 1 I i, < . . . < i, < p and xi, # . . . #xi, precedes x,, # . . . # xJr if(il, . . . , i,) < (jl, . . . ,j,) 
under lexicographic ordering. The effect of (nr h i,), is to map n(Xi, # . . . # xi, # t) into 
n(xir # . . . # Xi, # t). The conclusion of the Iemma now follows from lemma 2.4. 
We are now in a position to write down a formula for EFu; if K is a suspension. Let 
g : S’ + K, represent 8’ E x,(K,), and adopt the notation of $1. Also, let g’ : S’ ll S” + 
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K, 3 S” be the map defined by g’(x, f) = (g(x), t). By 2.1, EFu;(B’) = w,{6(i 0 g’, E)), 
where E : S’ kj S” -+ SG is defined by E(X, t) = t; and by 5.16 of [7] and 2.6 {S(; F g’, E)} = 
(- l)‘+“{p 0 (g # 1)). So finally, from 5.22 of [7] and the definition of ,u, 
U&(/Z?) = (- l)r+n+i &*JE., 0 (9 it 1)). (2.8) 
As we know As from lemma 2.7, this tells us what EFuk is. In the case when K = S* we 
write down the formula in a more familiar notion. Suppose that F{fi’) = J(f> = ct. Then 
by 5.16 of [7] o,(C) = (- l)*+“~(. Write p = w&?‘) E n,+,(S*+‘). 
LEMMA (2.9). o*{&o(g#l)} =(-l)~(s)E'lO...OE(s-l)*+lroE"h,_IP, 
where 4(s) = (s - 1)n + q + *sq(s - 1). 
This lemma is seen as a consequence of 2.7 upon appealing to 1.1 and 1.2, together with 
1.37 of [7] which states that w*({ii h i,}) = E*~,({ii}). The unpleasant part is checking 
signs: it is easy but tedious. Fitting 2.8 and 2.9 together produces the formula we seek. 
THEOREM (2.10). If~~n,+~(~*+')ancicc = Jx E T(~+~(S") then 
$3. DESCRIPTION OF ~57,~;~ = Ed : rr,(SQ+l) - rr(Sn) 
This is more complicated than the calculation of EFui. Let W be the set of formal 
commutators on the letters {xi, i = 1,2, . . . }. Let weight xi = “t(xi) = 1, and let xi < x2 < . . . . 
Define a set S of basic commutators inductively as follows. Suppose those of weight 
<m(m > 1) have already been defined and ordered. Let w E W be of weight in: IV is a 
basic commutator if and only if w = [u, u], where u and u are basic, u > u and if u = [c, d] 
then d I u. Order those basic commutators of weight m by [a, b] < [c, d] if 
ii) U<C 
or (ii) (I = C, 6 > d. (3.1) 
Let @ be the set of formal commutators on the set of primitive maps. (See 2.2.) 
Define a mapping 4 : @ --) Was follows. If a is a primitive map of type m then $(a) = x,. 
Now extend 4 to the whole of @ inductively. If w E W we call C+(W) its (generalized) type. 
Let 3 = 4-‘(S). We shall order the elements of s so that 41s” is an order preserving 
mapping. Firstly order the commutators of weight 1 by w < w’ if x(w) < I. Extend the 
ordering inductively to the whole of 3 as follows. Let u .= [a, b], v = [c, d] be elements of 3. 
We say that u < v if 
(i) wt(u) C wt(v) 
or ( ii) 44~) < 4(u) (3.2) 
or (iii) 4(u) = 4(u), a < c 
or (iv) d(u) = 4(u), a = c, b > 
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Because it is a group of rotations SO(n), as asserted in $1, is a subspace of G”-‘. Let 
k: SO(n) + G”-’ be the inclusion, and let 
~=X:of:&+G"-' 
~'=~o~-~:K,-&"-~. 
If g : X + YA is a map, let x(g) X x A + Y be the associated map. Set 
w=x(E):‘Kx S”-i-PS”_i 
w’ = @‘) : K, x s”-’ + s”-‘. 
We study the map d : K, + 9-l of 1.5. It may be defined inductively according to the 
rule 
ij([x*a]) = o(a, C(x)) ; XEK,, UEK, [x.a]~K,. 
Let i : S”-’ --t Sz,-’ be the inclusion, and let E : K x S”-’ + SL-,-’ be defined by E(X, 1) = i(t); 
x E K, t E SC’. Let v = i 0 8, v’ = i 0 8’. Now i 0 w/K v S”-’ = v’ v i, so that 
3cij’: K x S”-‘-+ Sk-’ 
such that 
(i) iowN&.cfij’ .IJ’:K’xS %,-’ relK,vS”-’ 
(ii) cZ’(K v Sn-1) = x0, the base point. 
Because of (ii) (3 , is essentially a map of K # S”-’ into Sz-;‘, and so we may define 
8:Kx S”,-‘+S”,-‘bycZ(x,[t, . ..&I) = [cZ’(x,t,)...&‘(x,t,)];wherex~K,[t~ . ..t.]~r~-‘,-‘. 
Consider the sequence of maps A’ : K’ + Sz-’ (r = 1, 2, . ..) defmed inductively by the 
relations 
(i) l’(a) = v’(a) 
(ii) Ar+’ (x, a) = nr(x)*$a, nr(x))*v’(a) ;
where XEK’, aeK, and r = 1, 2, . . . , as will always be the case in this paragraph. This 
sequence of maps is compatible and invariant and thus defines a map A : K, -+ Sr ;’ which 
obeys the rule 
I(y*a) = E.(y)V+, A(y))*v’(a) ; aeK,yeK,. 
LEMMA (3.3). 1 N u : K,+S”,-’ rel K. 
Prqof. LetxeK’,aeK, teI; r = 1,2, . . . . Define B : K’ + S”-’ inductively by 
(i) i+ = ij’, (ii)c’+ 1 (x, a) = ~(a, C’(x)). 
Let d = i w 3, and define 2’ : K’ + S”,’ by the formulae 
*i - (i) v - v’, (ii) Zr+l(x, a) = ur(x).(3(a, u’(x))~u’(u). 
Then as i 0 w N e*c3+v, ?f N i 0 3 = 6. Now 1’ = v1 and A2 N v2 : suppose we have 
proved by induction that A’= vi, i 2 r, r 2 1. Let the homotopies be h’; i = 1, . . . , r. 
Define k+’ : K’+l x I+ Sk-,-’ by 
;Ir+l(x, a, t) = h’(x)*fz(a, h’(x, r))*o’(a>. 
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so Xfl N >fl N rffl, and the conclusion of the lemma is now an immediate consequence 
of the following lemma. 
LEMMA (3.4). If L is a special complex, A is an associative H-space, R, p’ : L’ --, A (r = 
1,2, . ..) are two sequences of compatible and invariant maps such that I.’ N p’ : L’ + A, 
each r, andL’ = ,u’; then 1 N p:L, -+ A rel L, where 2, ,u are the maps of the reduced 
product complex defined by these sequences. 
This lemma is a direct consequence of the proof of 4.13 of [7]. 
Now we follow 2.2 in spirit and call a map o : K’ + Sk-l, defined by w(xr, .:. , x,) = 
G(Xj,, (3(Xj,, ... ) ~(Xjm_,, U'(Xjm)) ... )), primitive of type m if, and only if, j, > . . . > j,,,. 
Again we call-i, the height of o and set x[o) = (jr, . . . , j,,,), as in 2.3. Then A’ may be ex- 
panded into the product of 2k - 1 primitive maps of type 2 k. Moreover, as each occurs 
but once and as there are precisely 2k - 1 primitive maps of height I k (see 2.4), 1’ is the 
product of all these in some order. For brevity, we shall denote this word on the primitive 
maps by I”, too. 
LEMMA (3.5). If w and w’ are two primititie maps in the world 1.k of the same type, wpre- 
cedes CO’ in ,Ik if and only zfx(o) < x(0’). 
This lemma is the analogue of 2.4 (b) and is verified similarly. Collect the word Ak 
according to the ordering of s” defined in 3.2. (For definition of collect, see 2.13 of [7].) 
LEMMA (3.6). In the collection of Ak, only elements in g can occur, and each one at most 
once. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on the number of steps performed in the collection or 
‘unravelling’ of L’. The proposition is certainly true to start with. Suppose it is true at 
stage n (i.e. after n steps), too. Consider step n + 1. We collect commutator d, say, and 
form [c, d] in passing it across c, the commutator immediately preceding it. 
(1) [c, d] E 3. By the ordering 3.2, 4(c) 2 4(d). A subsidiary induction (on the weight 
of c) based on 3.5 shows that 4(c) # 4(d). (The proof depends upon the ordering 3.1.) 
Hence 9(c) > 4(d). Induction again establishes that if c = [e, f ] then $(d) < &f ), so 
[c, dj E 3. 
(2) [c, d] is unique. If not, 3[c’, d’] = [c, d] somewhere lse in the word and, since it is 
not primitive, [c’, d’] will be an earlier creation and so will exist at stage n before we per- 
formed step n + 1. It must lie either to the right or to the left of c. One supposes it lies 
on one side and shows it must lie on the other. Hence such a [c’, d’] cannot exist. 
Extend x inductively to the whole of s” by the rule ~([u, a]) = h(u), x(u)); U, u, [u, u] E s”: 
and call x(w) the index of w, w E 3. For brevity, we write (#K)’ for K # . . . #K (i factors). 
Let ui : (#IQ’ -+ S:-;’ be defined by 
Ui(Xr#...#XJ= ~(Xi, ~'(Xi-l, . . . ) ~'(X2, U'(X,))...)), 
x, E K, and let d E S be of weight m. Then set 
A d=Z1#...#Zfn, 
(3.7) 
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where Z, = (#K)’ if the i-th entry in d is x,. Denote by Ba the iterated Samelson product, 
in the classes of the ui, which corresponds to d. So 0, e n(A,, Sz-I). Recall the definition 
3.34 of [7]. By extension of it we say that the maps cd : A, + SL-,-’ are a squadron of 
Samelson products for ur, u2, . . . if (1) cxr = ui, and (ii) {ad} = 0, for each din S. Suppose 
woS”and x(w) = (jr, . . . ,jJ: so that i is the number of integers @erhaps not all distinct) 
in x(w). We shall say x(w) = (jr, . . . , ji) is non-trivial when all the j, are distinct. Define 
foreachk>maxj,,r=l,..., iamap9~:KKk--r(#K)ibyIk,(x1 ,..., ~~)=x~(~)=x~~#...#xj,. 
Let a,: Ad -_) Sk-,-’ be a squadron of Samelson products for ui, u2, . . . ; d E S. If w E 3 and 
d = 4(w), let $, = bd 0 rt : K’ + ,Sz-;‘, whenever this makes sense. Notice that if K is a 
suspension that G: is nulhomotopic whenever x(w) is trivial. Henceforth we suppose 
(although it is not essential to the argument) that K is a suspension. 
Denote by I’(k) the unique expression, modulo commutators of weight k + 1, 
for (the word) 2 in terms of collected commutators of nontrivial index. Clearly 
Z(r) = Z(r + 1) = . . . . Suppose 
X(r) = wr . . . wi,, wjES: j = 1, . . . , i,. 
Define p(d : kd + S; ’ by 
where 0; denotes a;,. It is not hard to see that $ : K’ --) Sk-l (r = 1,2, . ..) is a compatible 
and invariant sequence of maps and so defines a map p : K, -+ Sz-,-‘. As $ 1: 1’ for each r, 
we deduce from 3.4 that 
;1~p:K~+SrirelK. (3.8) 
Directly from the definition of pr (r = 1, 2, . ..) we deduce the following lemma. 
LEMMA (3.9). Maps Id : K, + (A,&,, one for each d E S, may be constructed so that 
p = j-j ((a&, 0 id) : K, -+ s”,- l. 
In 51 we showed that A = &o;‘, where A is the transgression in the sphere-bundle 
determined by f: K -+ SO(n). By 3.3 and 3.8 we see that 
EA = w,p,o; ‘. 
Suppose g : S’ -+ K, represents /Y E q(K,), and o&3’) = fi. Then 
EA.(B) = GPC,(B’) = ~G%)~~*(I[d~gJ). (3.10) 
To describe EAfJ) we thus have to describe o*(O,) and w,({Z, 0 g}). The classes w,te,), 
d E S, are homely objects since each 0, is an iterated Samelson product in the classes of the 
maps ui, i = 1, 2, . . . . and 1.4 of [6] and 3.7 provide us with the following lemma. 
LEMMA (3.11). (u,), = fGa 0 (i tj (3’), 0 . . . 0 (i tj . . . b i tJ G’), 0 (i lj . . . tj i Lj u’)m 0 (q,), ; 
where ql : (#K) + (#K)’ is defined as in 2.7. 
It is not 
i = 1, . . . , m. 
xil # . . . #x,,; 
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so easy to get information on the classes w*({L 0 g)), d E S. Let Xi E K, 
Notice that k,_,([x, .._ x,.]) is a product of the same fact0r.s (namely 
1 5 i, < . . . < i, I m) as gl-i([x, . . . x,]), but in a different order. HOW- 
ever, the two orderings do not differ very gravely. Suppose xi, $ . . f Xi, and Xi, $ . . . # Xjp 
are two factors; to be called x1 and xJ respectively. In each case the ordering tells us that 
x1 precedes xJ if i, < j, and then goes on to tell us how to decide which is first if i, = iI. 
And so in each case the factors appear in (unequal) blocks corresponding to the values of 
the first subscript, i,. Repeated application of lemma 1.4 enables US to establish the following 
result by appeal to 3.4. 
LEMMA (3.12). k,_, z gr_1 ; r = 2, 3, . . . . 
Let gr,s denote the map g,,, , : K, -+ (($K)““)30 of $3.5 of [7], and let [(r, s) be the 
homeomorphism of (#K>‘+’ onto itself defined by 
T(r, $(x1 # . . #x,+,>=(X1#X,+ltl:X,+1!:...#X,+,#X2tf...!:X,). 
The first section of the next lemma is a direct consequence of ordering in s, whilst the second 
part is a simple observation from 3.5 bearing in mind the ordering 3.2. The third part is 
proved similarly to lemma 3.12. We suppose c E S. 
LEMMA (3.13). (i) Z_‘_ c = x, fhen Z, = k,_,. 
(ii) Ifc = [x,, x,] then I,([x, . . . x,]) is the product of the same elements of (#KY+’ as is 
g,,,(Cx1 1.. x,]), but in a different order. 
(iii) Zf c = [x,, x,] then 1, N ([(r, s))~ 0 g,,S. 
(These two lemmas are only true if K is a suspension. If K is not a suspension a modification 
of 3.12 holds.) 
Let a: = %({t+]), h:(P) = e&?,*(B’))j and h;,*(P) = o*(g,,,&?‘)). Using the conven- 
tions of $3 of [6] for the definition of generalized Whitehead products we deduce from 
3.10 that 
EACH) = ? a; 0 K(P) + ,,& lCa:, a:1 0 h:,,(a) + R(P) ; 
r=O 
where R(P), the remainder is a sum of generalized Whitehead,products of weight greater than 
2 in the ai, with generalized Hopf invariants of j as coefficients. 
Specialize K to be the q-sphere S ¶. Adopt the original definition of Whitehead product 
(see, for example, $5.6 of [7]). (It involves awkward signs and only agrees up to sign with 
the generalized Whitehead product for K = 9.) Suppose a = J;c = J{ f }, and y = f3&) = 
{Z}. By 5.16 of [7], o,({G’}) = (- l)q+“+‘a. The class of q1 is (- l)%qr@-r). From 3.1 l- 
3.13 we find the following expression for the homorphism EA, where A is the transgression 
in the sphere-bundle over Sq+’ determined by x E rc,(S0(11)). 
THEOREM (3.14). ~J’BETC,+~(S~+~), 
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where (i) a, = ( - l)b(‘)a o Eqa o . . . o I?(‘- 2)a 0 Eq(‘- ‘)y, 
(ii) 4(s) = (n + l)(q + l)(s + 1) + 4, 
(iii) WJP) = (- Wr+ “w*(&*(B’)) ; d = [Cx,, d~tl. 
In theorems 2.10 and 3.14 we have attained our ends and found the suspension of the 
transgression homorphism for two fibre-bundles. (With harder work one can get partial 
descriptions of the transgression (Fu;) for one of them.) Signs are awkward and the author 
does not guarantee them. 
The results of this paper overlap with those of [3] and [4]. 
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